
Qualifications for UXUI Designer 
 
Basic Qualifications: 

 Some experience as a user experience designer, interaction designer, or similar role 
 Proficiency in a variety of design tools such as Photoshop, Illustrator, Fireworks, InDesign, and 

Omnigraffle 
 An online portfolio or samples of work demonstrating experience creating user-centered mobile 

design solutions is a requirement for application (personal projects okay.) 
 The ability to create world-class mockups and style guides 
 Demonstrated ability to work independently and as part of a team 
 Fluency in best practices for mobile information architecture and design, as well as strong 

knowledge of usability principles and techniques 
 Familiarity with the technical considerations needed when designing for the mobile devices 
 Almost done with Bachelors degree in design, human-computer interaction (HCI), or equivalent 

professional experience 
 Demonstrated visual design expertise; capacity for creating fun, highly usable designs and 

layouts, and a propensity towards simplification 
 The ability to quickly turn around rigorous wireframes and mockups quickly in a fast-paced, 

iterative environment 
 The ability to scope design deliverables accurately and prioritize work items appropriately 

Preferred Qualifications: 

 Ability to prototype in HTML, JavaScript, and CSS 
 Visual design expertise demonstrated through work samples 
 Retail and eCommerce design experience is a plus 
 Experience designing user experiences for modern wireless phones and connected devices 
 Demonstrated knowledge of Android and iOS user interface design principles 
 Technical fluency; comfort understanding and discussing architectural concepts, schedule 

tradeoffs and new opportunities with technical team members 

Compensation: Equity only now. Salary and benefits to follow once we secure more funding. 

Please include a link to some of your work. Also if you have worked with any software developers 
who produce top quality work please refer them to us.  

If we think you will be a good fit we will contact you. We will require you to sign an NDA and NCA once 

we choose our candidates.  

If interested email resumes to dlandsman3@gmail.com 
 
Developer Requirements 
Qualifications: 
-LAMP Stack strongly preferred with Ruby on Rails , Python,  Djengo,  JavaScript, MySQL, 
Apache(Hadoop), HTML5, Memcache, and Linux or equivalent  
-Previous iOS development 
-Technical expertise in high performance website systems, web services 
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- Language and performance tuning/scaling, and quality assurance techniques  
- web development experience with superior web coding/mobile skills  
- Expert knowledge of SQL databases, web servers and performance optimization  
- Ability to set and meet deadlines and work in a startup environment  
-Team player who has a track record of success coupled with a can do attitude  
-Ability to work in the US and are already a resident.  
- Specify, implement & lead development environment, processes & systems  

- Lead implementation effort, including hands-on coding  

 

Compensation: Equity only now. Salary and benefits to follow once we secure more funding. 

 
 
Please include a link to some of your work. Also if you have worked with any UX/UI designer who 
produces top quality work please refer them to us. 
 

  If we think you will be a good fit we will contact you. We will require you to sign an NDA and NCA once 

we choose our candidates.  

 

If interested email resumes to dlandsman3@gmail.com 
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